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Abstract: 

Conservative management of persons with congenital anomalies with prosthesis is always a challenging task. In this study 

we took 4 cases with congenital anomalies and fabricated them a prosthetic fitting. Amputee Mobility Predictor scale has 

been used to demonstrate functional abilities pre and post prosthetic use by the individuals that contributed to the results. 

The study outcomes suggest early prosthetic fitting in children resulted into easier adaptation towards corrective 

rearrangement of body dynamics and improved independency. Adaptive gait in adults demanded profound observation, 

fine selection of design and components and prolonged gait training. Prosthetic management goals differed in every case 

but a successful predetermined was achieved. 
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Introduction: 

Congenital anomalies project a high contribution in infant and early childhood deaths worldwide. According to the world 

Health Organization, 2,95,000 newborns die in the first month of their lives. In low and middle income countries this 

condition expresses a painful sight of individual’s dependability on family and society throughout lifetime from basic to 

moderate activities of daily living.  In involvement of lower limb, congenital anomalies have altered biomechanical 

structure and physiology that impairs their gross mobility. Etiology remains idiopathic however there are genetic factors, 

ionizing radiation, traumas, environmental toxins, critical intrauterine conditions and poor maternal health. In many cases 

specially remote rural areas, due to lack of awareness or equipped medical assistance the identified type of deformity of 

anomaly remains uncertain until birth, treatment measure therefore depends upon post natal general health conditions, age 

and long term functional goals. Advancement in surgery had been solving and supervising management of such conditions 

and resulted great achievements. Some cases whereas focused on prosthetic arbitration providing a close to normal 

mobility independence as a disarray limb replacement. Some most common anomalies that often require prosthetic 

attention are congenital deficiencies of femur, congenital longitudinal deformity of tibia and femur, lower limb transverse 

deformities and other LLDs. Because there is a wide range of asymmetrical structural appearance, prosthetic management 

for such cases do not project a consistent prescription and therefore result. 
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Methods: 

Patients reporting to the Out Patient Department of a tertiary rehabilitation and healthcare center were included in this 

study. Random method of selection was done during the period of September, 2021 to December, 2021 and case studies 

of 4 patients were documented. A thorough patient history including parent’s health history was taken to understand nature 

of the conditions. Radio graphical images were taken under consideration to evaluate and classify the anomaly. The 

International Organization for Standardization designation of Transverse and Longitudinal deficiencies of lower limb is 

been used to conclude diagnosis.  After a profound analysis and judgment, treatment goals were organized to provide 

most effective prosthetic outcomes. Amputee Mobility Predictor scale has been used to demonstrate functional abilities 

pre and post prosthetic use by the individuals. Gait training and analysis was added as essential tool to study and deduce 

the presenting case series. 

Results: 

Case 1 

A pediatric case of age 3 years presented with proximal focal femoral deficiency and fibular Hemimelia. Periodic x-ray 

images confirmed gradual increase in knee contracture mating it an atypical clinical feature. The AMP no PRO score rated 

10. First prosthetic fitting was prescribed using LTTP (orfit) casting where metal uprights were added and rotated 

externally to accommodate LLD and mimic Hip-knee rotation and abduction. An added hind foot rocker was added to the 

distal unit to decrease initial contact impact force and promote weight transfer. As the young ambulator displayed 

unapproved biomechanical gait features, another prosthesis was designed. Casting was done in bent knee position and 

pylon was attached distal to the knee ensuring posterior shift of weight along with COG. The followed AMPPRO score 

increased to 17 after post fitting gait training. 

 
 

Case 2 

An adult individual of age 26 diagnosed with Proximal  Focal femoral deformity of Limb length discrepancy of 7" with 

functional anatomical knee and ankle joint. Hip extensors and knee flexors were weak, increased lordosis and above 

average body weight was documented.  The AMPnoPRO score was 16. Prescribed prosthesis featured anterior 

and posterior shell with distal extension and prosthetic foot piece and external rotation of 7 degrees for base of support   

diagnosed attachment. The weight bearing knee was in 0° flexion and ankle joint 90° alignment. Post gait training the 

AMP score increases to 21. The gait pattern however demonstrated vaulting of sound limb and hip hiking of the affected 

side while initiating gait.  Energy expenditure from user's perspective had no major differences pre and post prosthetic 

fitting (subject not willing to give is consent for photographs). 

 

Case 3 

A female of age 5 years and 6 months was diagnosed with a rare multiple congenital anomaly at birth. The radiological 

images concluded distal absence of  tibia fibula and complete bony absence of ankle and foot but presence of loose hanging 

soft tissue. The young individual could ambulate without a prosthesis but it caused extensive flexion of hip knee and foot 
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dorsiflexion of contralateral limb whereas affected limb ad weak hip abductors and knee flexors in loading. This lowered 

ambulation also represented inclined transverse alignment of trunk and hip. The AMPnoPRO score was 16, as the subject 

has adaptive to use of asymmetrical limb . The prosthesis prescribed was patella tendon bearing trans tibial type socket 

with shank extension and prosthetic foot. The fit was completed in alignment with sound limb and a shorter height of 2 

cms in prosthesis for better toe clearance, smooth swing initiation and easier gait. AMP score was documented 26 after 

the prosthetic fit. Post prosthetic training period was 2 weeks where standing balance was gained in 3 days, aid walking 

in 8 days and independent walking in 16 days. Patient could easily donn and doff the prosthesis and performed most basic 

ambulatory tasks quiet efficiently.  

  
 

Case 4 

Another repeating case of a 17 year old male patient, first reported in 2006 after a reconstructive surgery for metatarsal 

malalignment and syndactly of 3rd 4th and 5th toes resulting into SYMES like amputation. The surgery was performed at 

the age of 3 after which prosthetic fitting was prescribed. The patient would prefer bare walking and without the prosthesis 

until age 5, however the limb length did not increase and distal overgrowth of tibia caused disruption and posterior sift of 

heel pad unfit for distal weight bearing. Patient has been reporting to the hospital ever since and have had 6 prosthesis 

prescribed until December 2021. The AMPnoPRO score was 12 because of painful weight bearing of affected limb. The 

recent prosthesis was designed as patella tendon bearing prosthesis with multiaxial foot piece. The later AMP score was 

32.      

  

 

Case 5 

A female case of age 20 presented with PFFD in the right limb. Hip ROM was 90 deg. Of flexion, 40 deg. abduction, 20 

deg. adduction with full internal and external rotation. The knee presented contracture 30 deg. and full flexion at 140 deg. 

Ankle had full ROM however the ambulator preferred an equinus weight bearing position. The prescribed prosthesis was 

designed as ischeal weight bearing socket proximally and metatarsal bearing distally with anterior and posterior shell.  

AMPnoPRO score was 20 and ambulator could walk both with and without the prosthesis. The ultimate prosthetic goal 
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here was hand free gait, partial weight bearing at foot and control progressive knee contracture with the prosthesis the 

AMP score was 26, and unsupported gait could be achieved.  

  

 

CONCLUSION  

Surgical interventions for congenital deformity management has numerous advantageous results assuring close to 

anatomical functional and structural stability among such individuals.  Parents and society of the "different" play a major 

role in determining future management procedures in particular of those from rural background. The false fear of failed 

surgery or malpractice and even loss of the ‘leftover’ limb are some common reasons for not opting surgical procedures.  

Prosthetics then provides management with possible assurance of better ADL, improved functional goals and greater self-

esteem among individuals. Because every case is a unique presentation by itself despite of a range of classification of 

diseases available, it is hard to demonstrate standard prosthetic goals. A close study of acquired anatomy and altered 

biomechanics of their system has to be evaluated to conclude any prosthetic procedure. From selection of materials to 

providing joints and foot pieces every component can add a significant role of functional ambulation. With the above case 

studies an improved AMO score was observed post the prosthetic alignment and training. Use of prosthesis to the fullest 

was a subjective matter for all users as their condition offered them altered choice of walking as in with or without 

prosthesis. One advantage that could be well understood here is that prosthetic management among people with Congenital 

Anomalies and Limb Length Discrepancies can benefit by delaying or eliminating secondary physiologic and orthopedic 

deformities that would otherwise would happen as a result of diverted biomechanics of joints and bone structural 

alignment. 
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